A two-variable polynomial approach to solve the onevariable polynomial Lyapunov equation is put forward. Such approach yields an iterative solution method based on the method of Faddeev for the computation of matrix resolvents. The resulting algorithm is especially suitable for applications requiring symbolic or exact computation.
Introduction
Let R be a real nonsingular q x q polynomial matrix in the indeterminate <, i.e., 
R(c)
=
+ R L , <~
where Ri is a real q x q constant matrix, i = 1 , . . . , L, and det(R) is not the zero polynomial. For some positive integer p , let Q be a real p x q polynomial matrix in the indeterminate < such that QR-l is a matrix of strictly proper rational functions. Finally, let C be a p x p signature matrix. The equation
R ( -~)~x ( < )
+ x(-<)Wt) = Q ( -E )~~Q ( < ) ( 
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in the unknown q x q polynomial matrix X is called the polynomial Lyapunov equation (in the following simply PLE).
used to solve also such more general form of PLE; we refer to [8] for details.
In this communication we present a new algorithm to solve the PLE. The procedure we propose is based on lifting the problem from the one-variable polynomial context in which it is originally formulated to a twovariable setting, thus associating a two-variable polynomial equation called the lifted polynomial L yapunov equation (LPLE in the following) to the PLE (see [12] for another application of such lifting technique). Such an approach allows to cast the problem of solving the PLE as that of finding the inverse image of an element of a finite-dimensional vector space under the action of a linear operator, a problem that, can be solved in an iterative way using the Faddeev method for finding the inverse of a matrix (see [4] for another application of the Faddeev method).
Iterative approaches for the solution of the scalar PLE have already appeared in the literature, but the algorithm presented in this communication significantly differs from them: it is based on a two-variable polynomial approach and it uses a Faddeev sequence method. Its advantages are manifold: it can be applied both to scalar and to multivariable problems, it requires no preprocessing of the matrices involved in the PLE, and it is suitable especially for problems requiring symbolic or exact computations. Such generality arises from the possibility of using the calculus of quadratic differential forms (QDF's) developed in [13] . QDF's are quadratic The pLE arises in various areas of mathematics, for example in the computation of integrals of quadratic functionals of the variables of a system and of their functionals of the variables o f a system and their derivatives, which are intimately related to two-variable polynomial matricesderivatives [lo, 111. It also arises in stability theory for higher order differential equations as a generalization of the usual Lyapunov stability test for first order systems [7, 141. The solution of PLEs is also required in iterative algorithms for spectral factorization based on Newton's method [5] ; in such case the right-hand side of the PLE is a general para-Hermitian q x q polynomial matrix Z(c), i.e. Z satisfies Z(<) = Z(-<)T, and it.is not given in the factored form Q ( -< ) T C Q ( [ ) . However, the algorithm presented in this communication can be The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we review some notions regarding polynomial matrices and shifts in a single variable. Such notions are extended to the cwe of symmetric two-variable polynomials in Section 3, where we define the Lyapunov operator, a twovariable shift operator acting on a finite-dimensional vector space associated with the PLE; such operator is of fundamental importance in our two-variable framework for the study of the PLE. In Section 4 we associate with the PLE a two-variable polynomial equation called the LPLE, we discuss the relationship of the PLE with the LPLE, and we show how the Lyapunov operator relates to the LPLE. In Section 5 we state our iterative algorithm to solve the LPLE and we show how to use a solution to the LPLE in order to compute a solution to the PLE. We also apply the algorithm to a PLE involving 2 x 2 matrices in a worked example. No proofs are provided for the result presented in this communication; they can be found in the forthcoming paper [81.
2 R-equivalence, R-canonicity, and the shift operator in one variable
In this section we review some notions regarding polynomial matrices in a single variable. The material of this section is not new, although the terminology may differ from that used elsewhere; see [l] , [2] 
is called R-canonical i f the rational matrix DR-' is strictly proper. 
The notions of R-equivalence and R-canonicity, and the definition of S are extended to matrices in
in a row-wise manner. In the following we denote the sub-
3 R-equivalence, R-canonicity, and the shift operator in two variables
In this section we first introduce the notions of Requivalence and R-canonicity; such concepts were originally developed in the context of quadratic differential forms, see [13] . We then proceed to define the shift operator in a two-variable polynomial context. Such shift operator is of fundamental importance for the development of the algorithm that constitutes the main result of this communication, and for reasons that will be apparent in Section 4 it is called the Lyapunov operator.
We denote the set of q x q real polynomial matrices in the two indeterminates < and q with Rqx*[<,q], 
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The lifted polynomial Lyapunov equation
In this section we define our two-variable polynomial framework for the PLE. We firs& lift the problem of solving the PLE from the one-variable polynomial context in which it is originally formulated to a two-variable polynomial context, introducing a two-variable poly nomial equation associated with the matrices R, Q and C of the PLE.
in the unknown R-canonical symmetric two-variable polynomial matrix Y E Ci:Gm[<,?] is called the lifted polynomial Lyapunov equation (LPLE).
Solvability of the PLE is equivalent to solvability of the LPLE, as stated in the following proposition. 
(C + rI)Y(C, 77) + w ) T P ( C , 77) + P(9, C)TR(77) = Q(c)~cQ(v).
A solution to the PLE is then obtained from P(C,q)
by substituting C = -J and q == J, yielding X(() := 
P ( -J , J
Aniterative algorithm to solve the PLE
In this section we state an iterative procedure for solving the PLE under the assumption that the invertibility condition (5) is satisfied. Our algorithm is inspired by the Faddeev method for computing the inverse A-' and the resolvent (%I, -A)-l of a square matrix A , which we now briefly review.
Assume that the n x n matrix A is invertible, and let An analogous approach can be used in order to compute the unique solution 2 = A-lb to the linear equation Ax = b. Indeed, the following iterations produce 2:
X7Z
We now proceed to illustrate how such techniques can be applied in order to compute a solution to the LPLE. Recall from the discussion after Proposition 4.3 that the LPLE can be interpreted as the linear equation C R ( Y ) = in the finite-dimensional vector space
Ci:G, [c,q] , where LR is the Lyapunov operator and
@(<,q) := Q(c)CQ(q).
Observe also that the characteristic polynomial of C R is known once det(R) has been computed, compare (2) . Consequently, in order to come up with a procedure for solving the LPLE (and therefore, as it follows from Proposition 4.3, with a procedure for solving the PLE) we only need to adapt the iterations (6)-(8) to the case at hand. Such simple observation allows us to state the main result of this paper. 
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We proceed to illustrate the application of the iterative procedure (9)- (12) with an example.
Example 1 In this example we illustrate the algorithm step by step for a PLE with parameters
The matrix R is column reduced (see Section 6.3 of Since the constant term is nonzero, the invertibility condition holds and the PLE is solvable with a unique Rcanonical solution X (see Proposition 4.4).
The iterations ( We conclude this section with some remarks regarding symbolic and exact computational issues and some possible modifications of the iterations (9)-(12) in order to speed up computations when specially structured matrices R are present. 
Conclusions
The algorithm for solving the PLE presented in this communication works directly with the polynomial matrices that constitute the PLE; no preprocessing or transformations to canonical forms are required. The amount of bookkeeping necessary to perform the computations is minimal and the procedure is straightforward to implement. Moreover, the methods employed make the algorithm especially suitable for exact and symbolic computation purposes.
The application of the two-variable polynomial framework proposed in this paper to the solution of other polynomial equations relevant for systems and control applications is currently under investigation. Other di-rections of research currently pursued involve also the case of singular Lyapunov operators.
